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Hxh dark continent

Share 暗(あ)黒(こく)(-)陸く() BrionWorld TreesNitro RiceMetallion Trinity Elixir The Dark Continent (暗(あ(黒() こく)(-)陸(aく)(), Ankoku Tairiku) is a place that extends beyond the Known World that is nestled within the gigantic Mobius Lake (located in the center of the Dark Continent). The ancestors of
the human race apparently migrated from there to the Known World, as the deciphering of myths and the study of ancient ruins seem to testify. [1] It is speculated that the magical beasts also originated on the Dark Continent. [1] Background It is written in ancient artifacts that disasters occurred every time
humanity excured the Dark Continent. Therefore, a protocol was established by the V5 200 years ago,[note 1] also known as the Treaty on Inviolability, which prohibited such action. [1] But, in recent years, there have been 149 attempts to travel to the Dark Continent. Of these only five succeeded and
had survivors, together they were 28 years old, who possessed immense physical prowess and prodigious bad luck, one of them beyond. The mere survival rate of 0.04% is indicative of the Dark Continent's hostility towards outsiders. In addition, only three of the survivors managed to eliminate the post-
evaluation test and return to their daily lives. However, these trips were not sanctioned by the V5 and were therefore unofficial. [2] An indispensable component of a successful journey is a guide. The Guide is a being summoned by the Goalkeeper, a race of magical beasts, who has the only known
connection to the Dark Continent. Without them, it would be impossible for humans to cross the ocean borders of the known world. [2] At the end of each of the V5 expeditions, one of the Five Threats were brought back: the Brion botanical weapon, the gaseous life form Ai, the twin snake Hellbell, the
human-feeding beast Pap, and the Zobae immortality disease. [3] Witness to the wild battle, Netero exclaims: This place is too big... It's off the charts...! A younger Isaac once went on an undocumented expedition to the Dark Continent while accompanied by Linne and Zigg. In addition, an individual tried
to travel the Mobius coast by himself 300 years ago, and is the supposed author of the traveler's guide Journey to the New World. It is known that there are two editions, for east and west respectively, but to the east it has been found. Ging proposes three possibilities for the fate of the book of the West,
one of those is that it is still being written to this day by none other than Don Freecss. [3] Plot Dark Continent Expedition arc The existence of the Dark Continent was first indicated when Ging and Gon met at the top of the world's tree and Ging revealed that the chimera ants against which they were the
extermination team came from somewhere than the known world, a land that Ging wants to explore. [4] Soon after, the King of the Kakin Empire, Nasubi Hui Guo Rou, funds an expedition there, in which Beyond is the leader of a unit that is interested in traveling to the Dark Continent. [1] In addition to the
glory and economic performance of exploration and acquisition of new resources, King Nasubi intends to have his sons fight a war of succession during the voyage. [5] V5 initially opposes the project and requests the help of the Hunter Association to keep Beyond in custody. However, after the latter is
delivered, V5 includes in the unit, becoming V6, in order to share the benefits and thus allows the expedition, stipulating however that the ship will disembark all passengers, except members of the Hunter Association, in an island complex called the New Continent that will be passed as the Dark
Continent itself , while it's just close to your border. [2] Summary of the Trivia of the Five Journeys The Dark Continent depicted as Africa The name of the continent, Dark Continent, probably comes from the identical term or expression of real life used before the end of the 19th century to describe Africa
(particularly sub-Saharan Africa) because its interior is considered mysterious and dangerous at that time. In Chapter 359, the aforementioned notion is reinforced by the fact that the New Continent, forged as a Dark Continent to the general public, is presented to civilian passengers of the Black Whale
using an upside-down map of Africa (or the unlisted continent of Africa where the Republic of Padokea is in the Hunter × Hunter world). According to Ging, the giant chimera ant queen who gave birth to Meruem was not born in the known world. [4] It is now unknown whether it originated on the Dark
Continent or whether it moved to human territorial waters from one of the islands on Lake Mobius that have never been colonized by humans (such as the New Continent), which are not classified as part of the Dark Continent. The fauna and flora that inhabit the Dark Continent could be based on those
found in the Amazon rainforest, the dense rainforest in South America. It contains a number of unique plant and animal species that are not found anywhere else in the world, and is home to several unansterated tribes that have no contact with the outside world and have often shown hostility to visitors.
Intertextuality and References Although the idea of a place like this long precedes Hunter × Hunter and other manga, the concept of the Dark Continent bears some similarities to Toriko's Gourmet World and may have been inspired by it. Its dwarf size and enclose its known world. Access to these places
hampered by things like ocean currents and other factors. Both are extremely dangerous places, in contrast to their relatively hospitable counterparts (the smaller Worlds), with many failed attempts at exploration that led them to be forbidden. In addition, few humans are strong enough to survive their
environments. There's not much knowledge about them. Much of its fauna and flora is gigantic in relation to human proportions. The Five Threats are somewhat similar to the Eight Kings. Boy with the Hunter × Hunter T-Shirt In Monsters: Dark Continent – a 2014 British sci-fi monster film – a boy wearing
a Hunter × Hunter T-shirt appears briefly, which could be a nod to the manga indicating inspiration or recognition of coincidences between some elements of the film in relation to the Dark Continent (although this may be just a coincidence). References 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 Hunter × Hunter - Volume 32,
Chapter 340 - 2.0 2.1 2.2 Hunter × Hunter - Volume 33, Chapter 342 - 3.0 3.1 Hunter × Hunter - Volume 33, Chapter 344 to 4.0 4.1 Hunter × Hunter - Volume 32, Chapter 338 - Hunter × Hunter - Volume 33, Chapter 348 Notes - According to the Timeline, the protocol of the Treaty of Inviolability was
established by the V5 around 1800. Community content is available on CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. in: Events, Arches, Expedition Arc of the Dark Continent Next ← 13th Arch of Hunter's Electoral Arc Succession → Dark Continent Expedition Arch (暗黒陸編, Ankoku Tairiku-hen; Arc del
Continente Oscuro in the translation of Viz) is the eighth (officially seventh) arc in the history of the series, and ranges from Chapter 340 to Chapter 348 of the manga. The bow was released long after the end of the original anime series and has not been animated in any of the adaptations. After its first
chapter, Hunter × Hunter paused on March 14, 2012, in which the manga artist used to arrange some of the illustrations for the release of volumes 31 and 32 in tank-bon format. All current chapters were adapted in tank-bon format including Chapter 340. The bow has been succeeded by the arch of the
Succession Competition. Summary Special Assignment Nasubi makes the announcement Beans enters a room screaming about a big emergency. Saiyu guesses Cheadle wants to give up his seat. However, she assures him that he won't, and lets Beans talk. It shows a video in which the King of the
Kakin Empire, Nasubi Hui Guo Rou declares his country's intention to travel to the Dark Continent. [1] The Zodiacs are surprised, except Kanzai, who has no idea about the Dark Continent and the King of Kakin. Gel explains that the Dark Continent is a place off the map of the world. It is also where
magical beasts are believed to originate from. Mizaistom adds that every time humanity had tried to venture in the past, a disaster was returned. 200 years ago, the continental V5 forum reached an agreement not to go there. Cheadle explains that Kakin could technically be considered a new nation after
his transition to a parliamentary democracy years ago, so they may have neglected to renew the treaty. Beans interrupt them with a more serious problem. The video shows King Hui Guo Rou as he introduces the person who will lead his expedition, Beyond Netero, the son of the late Isaac Netero. [1]
Beyond he makes a statement The Zodiacs are surprised once again, not knowing that Netero had a child. Gel suggests they need confirmation. However, after Beyond begins his speech, Saiyu asks if there is any need to confirm that he is Netero's son, as they notice his similar attributes. Beyond the
promises that he will take care of everything, and that everyone will have the same opportunity to join his team, as he encourages everyone to come to Kakin. Everyone in the room is shaking when the video ends. Beans lets them know that there is a second DVD that the president had left with him, which
he is only allowed to show to all Zodiac members if someone claimed to be his son. Since Ging and Pariston don't attend, Cheadle makes an announcement. [1] The Zodiacs discover about their Special Mission In the meantime, people from all over the world are ready to go further, who decide to ignore
the V5 bans on exploring the Dark Continent and makes a speech to their Expedition Team (Pariston seen there) saying he is willing to go where no one has gone before. Cheadle tells the Zodiacs that they don't need to wait for Ging and Pariston to watch the DVD, as he approved his two requests to
leave the Zodiacs. It then announces the special assignment given directly from the V5: Hunt down Beyond Netero. [1] The Director and Deputy Secretary of the International Permit Agency (IPA) discuss their agency's role in restricting travel to people to the new world. The director mentions that Kakin,
however, managed to circumvent his selection process as they have not signed the treaty, and are now demanding unlimited access. If the negotiations fail at next month's summit, it will be difficult to stop them. The director opens a door to the basement of the agency that is full of various atrocities and
torn-off corpses that were the result of humanity's attempts to colonize the Dark Continent. Discussing the importance of pre-company preparation, the director delivers a book to the newly appointed man, explaining that it contains trips that were published hundreds of years ago. He orders you to
memorize every detail of the book as you move through the basement. As they walk, a creature hits the glass wall that takes the young man by surprise. The director explains that the creature is the only survivor in its facility, who used to be human, and has now been self-sustaining for nearly 50 years,
unable to die. [2] Beyond the Zodiacs The Zodiacs are shown a video of Isaac Netero V5's plan to explore darkness and asks that your child not be chosen as head of this expedition. The Zodiacs discuss this assignment to hunt further, and even mention Ging's ability to unite. Beans then enters, having
received a call from Beyond himself. Beyond he appears before the Zodiacs and orders them to tell the V5 that he has already been captured. The young man reviews a report on previous scans of the Dark Continent and the Five Threats that were brought back as a result of these scans. Restless and
anxious about reports that the young man believes the Dark Continent is no place for humans to return. [2] Cheadle interviews Beyond, who is locked in a prison cell, and Beyond declares that the Zodiacs will release him. Chead dismisses this as absurd and continues the interview. Saccho interprets the
interview for Kanzai, explaining that the king of Kakin has allowed Beyond to go to the Dark Continent whenever he makes the king famous. Beyond declares war against the Zodiacs, which Cheadle accepts. Mizaistom later informs Cheadle that the V5 has authorized the trip to the Dark Continent, and
the Zodiacs will accompany further even against his will. [3] Kurapika meets and confronts Mizaistom over the Scarlet Eyes In the meantime, the IPA Deputy Secretary gives a speech to V5, making them realize that the only way to stop Kakin is through military might. He recommends that king Nasubi be
invited to join the leaders of the modern nation and support his project, participating in potential benefits while let King Nasubi take the consequences. To ensure the safety of civilians, he advises the V5 to pretend that one of the islands near the waters of the Dark Continent is the true Dark Continent. [3]
Cheadle contacts Leorio and offers to be a Zodiac, as he was now a popular figure in the Hunter community. At first, he refuses, but then asks if there's another place in the Zodiacs. He recommends Kurapika, who is then explored by Mizaistom. Mizaistom takes care of the guards and is approached by
Kurapika himself. Mizaistom uses the Scarlet Eyes owned by Tserriednich Hui Guo Rou, the Fourth Prince of Kakin, as a reason for Kurapika to unwring. [4] Kurapika accepts. While traveling by car, Kurapika communicates with Leorio for the first time in a while. Ask about Gon's condition, and Leorio
asks for Kurapika's email address. Kurapika refuses to share this information. Kurapika thanks Mizaistom for connecting with Prince Tserriednich, and assures him that he can deal with the prince's dark side. [5] They arrive at the Hunters Association building, where Leorio briefly meets Kurapika before
being taken to the meeting. At the meeting, Cheadle informs the Zodiacs that the V5 has been changed to V6, that Kakin is now a member. She reveals the reason for the failures of previous Dark Continent expeditions: the Five Threats. The danger of these were level A, a higher rank than Chimera Ants
(B). Cheadle reveals his goal: to travel to the new world, capture at least one of the threats and bring her back safely, as well as deal with Beyond. Kurapika asks the other Zodiacs if they have identified a beyond team member in the Association, stating that Beyond must have planned all this by the time
his father died. It confirms that Pariston and some tempros hunters are allies of beyond. Mizaistom takes Kurapika and advises him not to ask about a mole because the mole would be on alert. When they return, all zodiacs explain their roles on the journey. [6] Kurapika uses the Dowsing Chain to test
Hunter Exam applicants Kurapika oversees the 289th Hunter Examination, where one stage is to answer a questionnaire about his knowledge of Kakin's imperialist ambitions. Kurapika uses his dowsing to see who is lying and therefore working for Beyond. Mizaistom praises his ability, but Kurapika



claims that he is not as powerful and that someone with a similar ability could counteract it. Mizaistom explains that there probably isn't even a person inside the Zodiacs like that. [7] Meanwhile, Ging confronts Pariston in Beyond's lair, with the dual goal of joining Beyond's expedition and ending
Pariston's plans. Explains that depending on what the Hunters Association does regarding the Beyond Challenge, Pariston can send 5,000 Chimera Ants. He promises to play with Pariston if Pariston can keep up with him. [3] Pariston demands to know what he has inferred, so Ging explains that if the
Hunter Association accepts the terms of the V5, Pariston will drop 5,000 chimeras into the world, creating chaos and forcing policy changes, because for him that is a boring course of action. Pariston angrily intervested that Netero would never settle for it, but would challenge both the V5 and his son and
go to the Dark Continent on his own. Ging then adds that if the Hunters Association decides to go against the wishes of the V5, Pariston will use the next Hunter's Examination to infiltrate its 5,000 Chimera nen Ants that use Nen in the organization. [4] Members show reluctance to have Ging second in
command. Ging promises to double Beyond's salary to them. Pariston shows no objection. Ging educates them about the Five Threats, and how their threat level exceeded that of the Chimera Ants as there was no countermeasure for them. One member asks Ging how he knows so much, and Ging
explains that the Dark Continent was being recorded by Don Freecss. [5] Gon tries to use his Nen, but is unsuccessful. [5] Ging explains that he was there, Gon simply couldn't see him. He tells Gon it could have been a lot worse, and advises him to go get something. Gon makes to Ging's advice and
returns to Whale Island and Mito. When asked about Myth if he was disappointed that he could not go, Gon says that be a burden because of his lack of Nen, and that his goal was to find Ging, not know him. [8] Ging teaches Expedition Team members a month later, Ging continues to show off his skill in
skill and knowledge with the Expedition Team, earning his respect. Pariston suddenly appears and spreads the failure of the assassins sent to the Hunter's Exam. He recognizes the skill of his successor, Kurapika. One of the killers, Muherr, claims Kurapika can read minds. He orders Ging to leave,
believing he's an agent of the Hunters Association. However, Ging assures him that his goal is to support Beyond, but to stop Pariston. Usamen supports this claim, advising Muherr to wait a few days to really see why Ging should be number 2. Just then, the other Temp Hunters arrive and reveal that
Number 2 would not be in the chain of command. They're forcing Ging or Pariston to leave. Ging comes with a third option: the killers leave, while Pariston decided that the killers should be killed. [6] Muherr gets his killers to shoot Ging and Pariston, so they flee. Ging uses Leorio's remote strike technique
to attack his aggressors. It also uses its aura to produce an ultrasound that can be used to detect enemies. Use this to find the other two henchmen and knock them out. When they find no enemies, Pariston must have fled, but Ging corrects him by saying his mission was complete. The whole stage was
created by Pariston himself. He learned of this when one of the Temp Hunters did not mention both Ging and Pariston leaving as an option. Muherr wonders how they discovered his plan. Ging is more concerned about his men, claiming that they are too weak for the Dark Continent. Muherr reveals that
they are simply back; the shooting would be attended to by Golem. Ging is impressed by Golem's abilities, but Golem refuses to give more details about his true identity. Ging asks the soldiers to take their money, but Muherr claims that soldiers cannot be bought with money. He questions Ging's motives
for sponsoring the soldiers, and Ging says he did not know the main reason, although there were a number of possible causes. He reveals that he simply wants to support Beyond, but frustrate Pariston, and the money would act as a gift and a convenience. Muherr finally agrees to talk to the soldiers.
Ging declares himself to be number 2, but asks him to direct, curiously to see what he would do. Ging replies that he wouldn't stop. [9] The first Prince Benjamin contacts his brother in Kakin, Prince Benjamin contacts his younger brother, Prince Tserriednich, to inform him that his father has accepted his
offer that he who could survive the Dark Continent would be king. Delighted with the Prince Tserriednich declares that victory would be his while mocking the intelligence of his older brother. His subordinates who have entered Hunter Exam reveal their success in becoming hunters. [7] After eliminating
spies during the 289th Hunter's Exam, Kurapika and Mizaistom again focus on the possibility of a mole among the Zodiacs. Kurapika volunteers secretly test them as Mizaistom gathers them to reveal details about their abilities. The zodiacs normally divided politically were working with each other to help
with the mission of showing their cooperation and, therefore, their innocence. As there was probably no risk of him failing, Mizaistom asks Kurapika to listen to others as they declare their skills and find the liar. During the assembly, Mizaistom speaks openly of the possibility of a spy. As they speak in turn,
Kurapika reveals that the informant is Saiyu. [7] Notable Characters Major Battles Ging Freecss &amp; Pariston Hill vs × ×. Chapter 341 , 3.0 3.1 3.2 Hunter × Hunter - Volume 33, Chapter 342 - Hunter of × Hunter - Volume 33, Chapter 343 , 5.0 5.1 5.2 Hunter × Hunter - Volume 33 , Chapter 344 to 6.0
6.1 Hunter × Hunter - Volume 33, Chapter 346 - 7.0 7.1 7.2 Hunter × Hunter - Volume 33, Chapter 348 - hunter × Hunter - Volume 33, Chapter 345 - Hunter × Hunter - Volume 33, Chapter 347 ← Chapters → 340 | 341 | 342 | 343 | 344 | 345 | 346 | 347 | The expedition arc community content of 348 Dark
Continent Arch events is available in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Observed.
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